Duplicated hostnames should be allowed in host pool

From: Schwickerath Ulrich <ulrich.schwickerath@cern.ch>

The problem boils down to multiple calls of code pieces like this

```python
IM="im_xen"
VMM="vmm_xen"
TM="tm_lvm"
result=server.one.host.allocate(req,host[0],IM,VMM,TM,True)
```

produce multiple entries while I think that only the first time this should succeed, and else through an exception.

Associated revisions

Revision 080c7af6 - 01/04/2017 04:28 PM - Javi Fontan

Merge pull request #180 from juanmont/one-5.2

Fixes for #4960 and #4961

History

#1 - 12/10/2009 01:26 PM - Tino Vázquez

Duplicated hostnames can be useful to some people, specially with different set of drivers. One nice way to proceed would be to add a new host.allocate.nodup function

#2 - 03/05/2010 12:17 AM - Ruben S. Montero

- Category set to Core & System
- Assignee set to Tino Vázquez
- Priority changed from 6 to Low
- Target version set to Release 2.0

#3 - 07/01/2010 08:39 PM - Ruben S. Montero

- Status changed from New to Closed